**Ages 10 & UP**

**Dawnis Guevara**, Head Women’s Volleyball Coach at De Anza College.
Master's Degree, Physical Education
Master's Degree, Sociology
Two-Time Record Holder at SJSU
Played 5 Years with the Professional Team – San Jose Storm
Coast Conference Coach of the Year – 5 years...5 Time Coast Conference Champions
Phone: 408-864-8555
e-mail: quevaradawnis@deanza.edu

**Steve Guevara**, Director of Silly Volleyball Developmental Program
e-mail: steve@sillyvb.com

**Philosophy:** It is imperative that inexperienced players acquire fundamentals through constant attention: initial instruction, positive modeling, recognition of skills, independent practice, teamwork, responsibility awareness…this allows progression!

**Cost:** $200 one session
$350 both sessions

**Make:** Checks payable to De Anza
The address is pre-posted on the front of the flyer...Please Put your Return address!
Your email address is our Contact...
This year, De Anza Gymnasium has undergone exceptional improvements in making it the best facility in the area. We have the luxury of utilizing four full volleyball courts...The summer sessions target the beginning, intermediate and advanced players which is unusual for a clinic...The beginners are introduced to volleyball skills that can take them further into the sport...The intermediate players are introduced to new techniques to better perform the volleyball skills that they have already been exposed to...The advanced players cover execution and court responsibility to better prepare them for the next level...

All prepaid campers will receive De Anza Volleyball Tee-Shirts. These are in men’s sizes, so please consider that and circle the one that you wish to wear on the opposite page. Water will be available for the campers, however, you must bring your own container and only water is allowed in the gymnasium. If your team is planning on coming as a group of six or more, contact Dawnis for your team discount...